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Abstract
This research aims to improve and integrate hospital's healthcare applications with Blockchain and smart contracts technologies
to provide huge and secure storage that is immutable. This application will be able to record the patients’ medical history like
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1. Introduction
The traditional technological-based patient record is a system particularly designed to support operators by
providing accessibility to full and precise data, alerts, reminders, clinical decision support systems, links to medical
knowledge, and other benefits. However, due to the rapid technological development, the traditional technologies
are facing some technical challenges like the security of data, unauthorized access to confidential information, and
many other challenges that could lead to the misuse of data or illegal modification. [1]
Healthcare application systems help to manage appointment scheduling, seamlessly new patients to see
specialists on arrival, and several other benefits. Hence, staff can focus on supporting patients to provide better and
faster service when using modern technologies. [2] However, computers can be used to store the information about
the medicines given to a patient as well as medical check-ups, which enable efficient storage of huge amounts of
medical data also enable the advantage of analysis and proposing solutions in advanced systems. [3]
The possible solutions to enhance patient safety is to come up with better tracking, accurate reporting of
decisions, diagnostic testing, and the readiness of complete patient information. Blockchain (BC) brings trust,
liability, and digital transactions. Likewise, a system built on the blockchain network takes a short time to process
and communicate transactions. Furthermore, BC provides huge storage Cloud opportunities, protects from
cyberattacks with Non-Traditional interaction delivery supported by Application Management and Artificial
Learning over 24/7, provides multiple transactions at a High Speed, efficiency, and accuracy. The use of Blockchain
in healthcare systems has the potential to substantially impact the healthcare industry. [4,5]
Some related studies are presented in section 2. In section 3, the proposed system is discussed in addition to the
implementation process. The results are discussed in section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 5 with
possible future improvements.
2. Related Work
Blockchain is based on open-source software, commodity hardware, and an Open Source platform. These
modules provide easier integrated tools that can efficiently scale to handle larger volumes of data and more
blockchain peers. The architecture has a built-in debugger, data encryption, and cryptography technologies that are
broadly used as commercial standards. The patient health system on Blockchain can provide a secure structure for
data. As well, users’ information can be stored in a blockchain containing control access. [3,6] The key factors with
blockchain systems in healthcare involve: Network infrastructure security at all levels, Identity verification, and
authentication of all users. The unique privilege of authorization to access electronic information. [7,8]
The smart contract model was introduced recently, which is an executable code that automatically executes on
the blockchain network to enforce a transaction between peers involved in the network. The smart contract consists
of a set of executable functions and variables which are created by the transactions and their given parameters.
During running a method, the status of the block is changed according to the developed logic. It is written in highlevel languages such as JavaScript or TypeScript. The contract recorded information will be encrypted into the
Blockchain network. Any participant in the Blockchain channels can initiate the process of executing a transaction.
The contract code is duplicated on each user in the Blockchain network as a part of their verification of new chains.
[9,10]
Blockchain Technology Distributed Network is a decentralized style with nodes consisting of network
participants as authorized members in the network which store the same copy of the blockchain and contribute to the
collective process of validating transactions, those can record digital transactions into a shared ledger. Members of
the network run algorithms to evaluate and verify the proposed transaction. [11]
3. The Proposed Work
Health applications require trust, transparency, security, and huge storage to create immutable and accessible
online medical records, which cannot be built by using old traditional platforms. In this paper, a healthcare
application prototype was introduced for the COVID-19 Coronavirus as a global Pandemic. As shown in
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Figures 1 and 2, a fundamental hospital system was built over the blockchain and
the smart contract emerging technologies, which can essentially function on the
Internet that can be accessed by many distributed computers known as peers or
nodes. Each block's content moves to exchange stored records during the period
from the creation of the first block to the appending of the current block. Also,
the hash could be seen as a verification process that uniquely labels the previous
block. Therefore, any alteration in the block's content will result in a change in
the linked hash and the following blocks which will be flagged to all connected
parties. Therefore, no block could be modified once stored. This ends up with a
very secure technique for exchanging properties, money, and data without the
need for any intermediator. [4,12]
Blockchain is a shared immutable ledger that was used to develop the novel
Corona Virus application for recording all medical and health transactions about
Corona patient. A commercial blockchain, such as IBM Blockchain and the
Linux Foundation’s Hyperledger platform is the state-of-the-art solution. Also,
building smart contracts are a value flow based on certain terms and conditions.
They are comparable to contracts in real business. The only difference is that they
are fully digital like linking agreements between two or more parties to replace
the trusted intermediates, where they use distributed and verified decentralized
blockchain networks. Hence, a prototype application is built to simulate the real
COVID-19 Corona cases and tests on the IBM Blockchain platform.
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Corona System

- Patient_Name; String
- Emirates_ID; String
- Date_of_Birth; String
- Gender; String
- Phone; String
- Address; String
- Registration_Date; String
- Test_Info; String
- Vaccine_Info; String
- Create_New_User_File(Name,
EmiratesID, DoB, Gender, Phone,
Registarion_Date, Address)
- Book_Corona_Test(EmiratesID, Date,
Test_Type, Test_Result)
- Test_Result(EmiratesID, Result, Date)
- Book_Vaccine_Appointment(
EmiratesID, Date, Dose_Number)

Fig. 1. Smart Contract Diagram
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Fig. 2. Blockchain Diagram

4. Results
The procedure of building the Corona system started by creating the BC, transactions, and smart contracts. A
testing process has been done to check the accuracy, efficiency, and operations of the system. The following figures
show the testing scenarios and results. In addition, the performance test was conducted to check the accuracy and the
output of the system, where the transactions and records were displayed correctly in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that the data has been stored and cannot be altered.
The essential transaction is presented in Figure 3, where in this transaction, the blockchain will be created and
identified with a unique ID to be used later for selecting the required blockchain (Blockchain Selector). As a result,
the records were saved and modified by every transaction properly. When we submitted the transaction to the
network to be added to the selected blockchain, the acknowledgment response (ACK) is returned to inform us that
the transaction has been successful. If any modification happened to the block from an unauthorized party, the ACK
will return an error and it will not add any record to the chain. Likewise, if any change to the blockchain happened
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from an unauthorized party, the chain will alert, and we will not be able to add any block until the problem is fixed.
For future uses, it is highly recommended to develop a global system that can involve every person in the universe.
In the following Figure, the first transaction is initiated, and we used the ID “111-1111_1111111-1” to identify
the new blockchain and then, we filled the first block with some data related to the user how will record all his
corona tests data inside the blockchain. As shown the submission returned a success ACK for the transaction.

Fig. 3: Transaction 1

During the testing process, we generated new BCs with different IDs, and we did multiple transactions to build
up some data blocks to check if the data is stored in the BC independently, to make sure that there is no conflict
between the BCs, and to check the unchangeability of the data.
In Figures 4 and 5, new transactions (Data Blocks) have been created containing the BC selector/identifier and
the required data to be saved in the chain, where the BC selector is a data field used for testing purposes to control
more than one BC but in the real-time system, every user will have a consistent BC identifier that cannot be
changed.

Fig. 4. Transaction 2
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Fig. 5. Transaction 3

Figure 6 shows the output result after running and executing many transactions and creating multiple BCs.

Fig. 6. Display of Two Different Blockchains

Implementation of the health systems on the Blockchain network and creating smart contracts are digital and
automated, where contracts can be executed immediately. There’s no traditional process and no time spent on fixing
errors that often result from manually records entering. In addition, there’s no third party concerned, and all inserted
entries are encrypted and will be shared across participants. Separately, Blockchain transaction records are
encrypted, which are impossible to hack. Also, each record is connected to the previous and subsequent records on a
distributed ledger, hackers would have to modify the entire chain to change a single record. Smart contracts
eliminate any third party to process transactions and automate the system. Records are saved in the blockchain
permanently and can be accessed using a transaction hash as an identifier. [3,4,5]
The system has been tested with dummy data only to check the overall functionality and the output result of the
system after every created transaction. The contribution is to use Block Chain platform rather than normal database
applications to achieve immutability, privacy, and security.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
Blockchain provided a significant and efficient approach for building the COVID-19 Coronavirus application for
keeping and tracking the users’ records and information privately, which is executed on IBM open-source platform.
As a result, the outcome of the accomplished executions and scenarios showed successful and accurate outputs that
have implemented every process and task on every block in the chain of any patient. Moreover, any new entries will
be appended to the user history without altering the previous records. Fortunately, this work can be expanded to
involve all people in the world on the blockchain cloud. So, it will be like an identified fingerprint anywhere while
traveling.
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